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Abstract Bioremediation efforts in aquifers contaminated
with redox-sensitive contaminants often rely on in situ
reductive immobilization. The bioremediation treatment
usually involves injection of organic carbon into the sub-
surface (e.g., acetate) to stimulate the growth of indigenous
bacteria that mediate the relevant redox processes that
immobilize the target contaminant. Batch and flow-through
column experimental studies are conducted to elucidate
reaction networks associated with specific electron accep-
tor pathways and/or specific bacterial isolates. The proposed
benchmark involves the simulation of microbially medi-
ated chromium reduction under denitrifying conditions in
biostimulated batch and flow-through column experiments.
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Simulated reactive processes include multicomponent aque-
ous complexation, kinetically controlled mineral precipita-
tion and dissolution, biologically mediated reactions, and
biomass growth and decay. The focus of the benchmark
problem set is on the simulation of microbially mediated
redox reactions with the explicit inclusion of the micro-
bial community dynamics and the impacts on reaction rates.
Rate expressions for microbially mediated redox reactions
include kinetic limitations (Monod and inhibition terms) as
well as thermodynamic limitations. Both catabolic (energy)
and anabolic pathways (biomass growth) are considered in
the microbially mediated reactions. Microbial biomass is
assumed to be bound to the sediment (non-planktonic). Any
reactive transport model used to reproduce results of this
benchmark problem must be capable of simulating mul-
ticomponent aqueous complexation, kinetically controlled
mineral precipitation and dissolution and kinetically con-
trolled aqueous reactions. Though convenient, it is not
necessary to allow for specific stoichiometric relationships
for catabolic and anabolic pathways; only the overall reac-
tion stoichiometry is used. Rate expressions for microbially
mediated reaction must include a rate constant, the biomass
concentration, and a number of Monod and inhibition terms.
To ensure that the results presented in this paper were the
correct solutions to the problems posed, the general-purpose
reactive transport codes CrunchFlow, PHT3D, ToughRe-
act, and MIN3P were used to perform the simulations.
In general, results obtained with all codes show excellent
agreement.
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1 Introduction

Contamination of groundwater by toxic metals is
widespread at many sites around the world. Bioremedia-
tion efforts in aquifers contaminated with redox-sensitive
contaminants such as chromium often rely on in situ reduc-
tive immobilization. The bioremediation treatment usually
involves injection of organic carbon into the subsurface to
stimulate the growth of indigenous bacteria that mediate the
relevant redox processes that immobilize the target contam-
inant. For example, during biostimulation, the soluble and
toxic hexavalent form of chromium is reduced to the less
soluble and less toxic Cr(III), which tends to form oxides
or hydroxides at pH values larger than 5 [16]. In field-scale
experiments, the electron donor is injected for limited peri-
ods of time, the length of which affects the primary controls
on the removal of toxic metals from groundwater [25]. In
the transient regime, consideration of biomass dynamics
is important in that growth and accumulation of biomass
contribute to increasing reaction rates over time (e.g., [11]).
The dynamics of biomass growth in cyclically stimulated
aquifers has also been shown to lead to hysteretic responses
to injection of carbon sources [6].

Numerous experimental and field studies have been con-
ducted to understand the potential effectiveness of bioreme-
diation treatments [2, 5, 7, 24, 25]. Depending on the num-
ber of electron acceptors present in situ, a complex series
of biogeochemical reactions can occur with their products
further reacting to form mineral precipitates, making it dif-
ficult to unravel the biogeochemical reaction network. As a
result, laboratory experimental studies and batch and flow-
through column experiments have often focused on specific
electron acceptor pathways and/or specific bacterial isolates
[2, 3, 9]. Typically, this approach is not possible in the field
due to chemical and biological heterogeneity.

Process-based biogeochemical reactive transport model-
ing has been used as a tool in identifying and quantifying the
critical and interrelated microbial metabolic and geochem-
ical mechanisms associated with reductive immobilization
of contaminants [6, 10, 11, 27]. In many cases, laboratory
studies focusing on single electron acceptor pathways and
specific bacterial isolates are used to calibrate parameters in
the models that can be used later in field-scale models [1, 4].

The objective of this work is to present a benchmark
problem for the simulation of redox problems in batch and
flow-through reactors that focuses on the biomass dynam-
ics that occurs in the transient stages of an injection of an
organic carbon source. The problem uses well-established
formulations that are based on (1) mass balance that poses
limitations on biomass growth depending on both substrate
and nutrient availability and (2) Monod-type expressions.
This makes this problem potentially addressable by most
general-purpose reactive transport codes.

The problem set presented here includes the simula-
tion of microbially mediated chromium reduction under
denitrifying conditions in batch experiments and in a bios-
timulation column experiment. The benchmark problem
set does not reproduce specific quantitative results of any
study. However, it attempts to synthesize the qualitative
behaviors observed in a number of previous experimental
and modeling studies [1, 4, 9]. In particular, it captures
the co-metabolic reduction of chromium under denitrifying
conditions observed in a batch experiment under no-growth
conditions by Han et al. [9]. Further, it follows the approach
of Andre et al. [1] where parameters calibrated using batch
denitrification experimental results were used to conduct
the simulation of flow-through column experiments. Of
particular interest is to capture the dynamics of biomass
growth and their effect on overall microbially mediated
reaction rates, such as those observed by Andre et al. [1]
and Clement et al. [4]. The parameters used in the prob-
lem set are consistent with those employed in previous
studies.

To ensure that results presented here accurately rep-
resent the solution to the problem and are reproducible
by other simulators, four different reactive transport codes
have been used to simulate the problem set by the four
authors of this manuscript. These codes are Crunch-
Flow [11], PHT3D [15], ToughReact [26], and MIN3P
[13, 14].

2 Conceptual and mathematical model

The model includes microbially mediated reactions, aque-
ous kinetic reactions, and aqueous complexation reac-
tions. These reactions affect the mass of the chemical
species considered in the geochemical system; thus, the
mass balance equation is the governing equation of the
model. When transport processes are considered, advec-
tive and diffusive terms also contribute to the mass balance
equations.

2.1 Microbially mediated reactions

Microbial cells use the energy that is released during the
electron transfer from the electron donor to the acceptor in
reduction-oxidation reactions. The approach of [17] is based
on the stoichiometry of the reaction, where microorganisms
appear as a product of the reaction, in addition to being
the catalysts of the reaction. A portion f 0

e of the electrons
from the substrate is transferred to the electron acceptor to
provide energy for conversion of the other portion of elec-
trons (f 0

s ) into microbial cells, satisfying f 0
e + f 0

s = 1.
The overall stoichiometry of the microbially mediated reac-
tion is thus constructed by adding the catabolic (energy)
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and anabolic (biomass growth) pathways weighted by these
portions:
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∑Nc
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jkAk (1)
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where Nc is the number of primary species; Ak is the chem-
ical formula of the primary species; νe

jk and νs
jk are the

stoichiometric coefficients of the primary species in the
catabolic and anabolic pathways, respectively, for the j -th
reaction; and νb

jk are the stoichiometric coefficients in the
overall redox reaction. In the model proposed here, the val-
ues of f 0

e and f 0
s are constant throughout the simulations,

and therefore, only νb
jk needs to be used. Table 1 presents

the stoichiometry of the catabolic and anabolic pathways, as
well as the overall reactions used in the model following the
convention of [17], where reactions are written per electron
equivalent transferred (i.e. 1 mol reaction = 1 e− equiva-
lent). The stoichiometric formula C5H7O2N is commonly
used in modeling applications to represent biomass and is

also used here. Denitrification processes that reduce NO−
3

according to a series of catabolic reactions are included in
the model (R1 and R2 Table 1):

NO−
3 → NO−

2 → N2

Two anabolic pathways are considered, one that uses NH+
4

as nitrogen source for biomass growth (R3, dissimila-
tory pathway) and the other that uses NO−

2 as nitrogen
source (R4, assimilatory pathway). As a result, four over-
all reactions for denitrification are considered (R5–R8,
Table 1). In addition, the reaction network includes the
catabolic pathways of Cr(VI) reduction (anabolic pathways
are neglected). Each Cr(VI) reduction step is associated with
a denitrification step (R9–R10, Table 1).

A Monod-type expression is used to calculate the rate
for the microbially mediated reactions. In units of moles of
reaction per liter per second for the rate of reaction j is:

rj = μjB
cD

cD + KD

cA

cA + KA

KH

cH + KH
FT (4)

where μj is the specific rate constant (mol cell−1 s−1);
B is the concentration (cells L−1); cD, cA, and cH are the
concentration of the electron donor, acceptor and inhibitor

Table 1 Stoichiometry of microbially mediated reactions

Number Reaction Primary species

H+ HCO−
3 Acetate NO−

3 NO−
2 N2(aq) NH+

4 CrO−−
4 Cr+++ C5H7O2N

R1 Catabolic

NO−
3 → NO−

2 0.125 0.25 −0.125 −0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0

R2 Catabolic

NO−
2 → N2(aq) −0.20833 0.25 −0.125 0 −0.33333 0.166667 0 0 0 0

R3 Anabolic – dissiml.

Acetate → C5H7O2N −0.075 0 −0.125 0 0 0 −0.050 0 0 0.050

R4 Anabolic – assimil.

Acetate → C5H7O2N −0.105769 0.057692 −0.125 0 −0.038461 0 0 0 0 0.038461

R5 Overall fe = 0.6

NO−
3 → NO−

2 0.045 0.15 −0.125 −0.3 0.3 0 −0.02 0 0 0.02

R6 Overall fe = 0.6

NO−
2 → N2(aq) −0.155 0.15 −0.125 0 −0.2 0.1 −0.02 0 0 0.02

R7 Overall fe = 0.6

Assimilatory

NO−
3 → NO−

2 0.032692 0.173077 −0.125 −0.3 0.284615 0 0 0 0 0.015385

R8 Overall fe = 0.6

Assimilatory

NO−
2 → N2(aq) −0.167308 0.173077 −0.125 0 −0.215385 0.1 0 0 0 0.015385

R9 Cr reduction

(NO−
3 ) −1.54167 0.25 −0.125 0 0 0 0 −0.33333 0.333333 0

R10 Cr reduction

(NO−
2 ) −1.54167 0.25 −0.125 0 0 0 0 −0.33333 0.333333 0

∗Stoichiometric coefficients for products > 0 and for reactants < 0
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(mol L−1), respectively; KD, KA, and KH are the half-
saturation constants for the electron donor, acceptor and
inhibitor (mol L−1), respectively; and FT is the thermo-
dynamic limitation term as described by Jin and Bethke
(2005). Under denitrifying conditions, reaction rates are
typically not thermodynamically limited [1] and therefore
the term FT does not play a role in the model presented here,
i.e. FT = 1

Since Cr(VI) reduction is directly associated with deni-
trification, the biomass of denitrifiers B (4) is also used to
calculate the reaction rate for Cr(VI) reduction. The contri-
bution of each reaction to the mass balance of the biomass
component is calculated as the product of the reaction
rate (rj ) times the stoichiometric coefficient for biomass
(C5H7O2N). This procedure accounts for bacterial growth
and at the same time for potential limiting factors on growth
based on the availability of nutrients that appear as reac-
tants (R5–R8, Table 1). Biomass decay is calculated with a
first-order rate expression:

rdecay = −bB (5)

Cryptic growth where death cells are used as substrate for
additional biomass growth is not considered in the model.
Biomass is assumed to be present only as immobile species;
thus, biomass decay, if considered, is the only process that
accounts for biomass removal.

2.2 Aqueous equilibrium and mineral precipitation
and dissolution

Aqueous equilibrium reactions are described using an equi-
librium formulation using the law of mass action. These
additional constraints given by the Nx aqueous complex-
ation reactions are used to define the Nc components for
which the mass balance equations are solved [12, 18]. A
total of 33 aqueous species and 20 aqueous complexation
reactions are considered (Tables 3 and 4 of the Appendix).
Activity coefficients of aqueous species are calculated using
a Debye-Huckel model (Table 9 of the Appendix). Includ-
ing the biomass component, the geochemical system con-
tains 14 component species: H+, Na+, Ca2+, Cl−, HCO−

3 ,
acetate, NO−

3 , NO
−
2 , N2(aq), NH

+
4 , O2(aq), CrO

2−
4 , Cr3+,

and C5H7O2N (Table 3 of the Appendix).
Precipitation and dissolution reaction rates are calculated

with a kinetic formulation based loosely on the transition
state theory at 25 ◦C:

rm = −kmAs(1 − Q

Ks
) (6)

where km is the rate constant (mol m−2 s−1), As is the
bulk mineral surface area (m2 m−3 bulk), Q is the ion

activity product and Ks is the solubility constant. Two min-
erals are included in the simulations: CaCO3 as primary
mineral and Cr(OH)3 as secondary mineral that precipitates
out of solution when Cr(VI) is reduced to Cr(III). Parame-
ters for these minerals are given in Table 5 of the Appendix.
The bulk surface area for calcite is kept constant, and the
one for Cr(OH)3 is calculated according to the following:

As = Aspecific φCr(OH)3 ρCr(OH)3 (7)

where Aspecific is the specific surface area (m2 g−1),
φCr(OH)3 is the mineral volume fraction (m3 min-
eral m−3 bulk) and ρCr(OH)3 is the solid density
(9.281 × 106 g m−3 mineral). Porosity changes due to pre-
cipitation of Cr(OH)3 and accumulation of biomass are
neglected.

2.3 Mass balance

In addition to reactive processes, transport of geochemi-
cal species is considered in the mass balance of species in
the flow-through simulations. In the batch simulations, the
transport terms are neglected. The multicomponent reac-
tive one-dimensional transport (advection and diffusion) of
component k is described by the following mass balance
equation:

∂

∂t
(φρuk) + ∇ · (ρquk) − ∇ · (ρD∇uk) = Rk (8)

where ρ is the fluid density, φ is the porosity, q is the
Darcian flux, and D is the combined molecular diffusion
coefficient. Dispersion is not considered. The total molal
concentration of component k, uk (moles per kilogram of
H2O), is the sum of the concentrations of the individ-
ual species at chemical equilibrium with the component
weighted by the appropriate stoichiometric coefficient. The
term Rk (moles per unit volume rock per unit time) is the
total reaction rate affecting the mass of component k in
solution.

2.4 Boundary conditions

In the transport model for the flow-through simula-
tions, flow is one-dimensional, uniform, and kept con-
stant through the simulation time. At the inlet boundary,
constant mass influxes for all components are applied
to the first cell of the domain. These mass fluxes are
the product of the one-dimensional flow rate and a set
of fixed concentrations of each component species. This
boundary condition is equivalent to injecting an exper-
imentally prepared stock solution into a flow-through
column experiment. The outlet is a free exit boundary
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(no diffusion, only advection of the concentrations in
the domain).

3 Numerical model and codes

The multicomponent system of equations expressed by
Eq. (8) is non-linear. The global implicit approach (GIA)
involves solving the resulting system of non-linear equa-
tions simultaneously using a Newton-Raphson system [19].
Operator-splitting (OS) methods solve transport and reac-
tions separately [28]. In this approach, the time-step size
is constrained by the Courant criterion, but advective trans-
port can be solved using accurate explicit methods such as
the total variation diminishing or TVD [8] that minimize
numerical dispersion. Non-linear spatial weighting schemes
such as the van Leer flux limiter [22] improve the accuracy
of implicit methods versus upstream or centered weighting
schemes [21].

The codes that were used to simulate the problem
set presented in Section 4 are CrunchFlow [11], PHT3D
[15], ToughReact [26], and MIN3P [13, 14]. A summary
of the solution approaches and discretization techniques
employed in the codes is presented in Table 2. The reader
is directed to Steefel et al. [20] and the references above
for exploring the specific capabilities available in these
models.

4 Problem set

The principal problem of this benchmark is the simulation
of microbially mediated chromium reduction under deni-
trifying conditions in a column experiment permeated at a
constant flow rate with a solution containing acetate as elec-
tron donor, nitrate as electron acceptor, and chromate. The
principal problem is constructed with component problems
that add incremental levels of complexity and additional

processes. This serves to highlight relevant effects of model
assumptions when simulating and to test specific model
components. For this, a problem set composed of five
component problems is proposed, two that do not include
transport (Sections 4.1, and 4.2) and three that include trans-
port under different assumptions for biomass growth and
decay (Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5). Section 4.5 presents
the principal problem. All component problems include all
aqueous complexation and mineral reactions presented in
Tables 4 and 5 of the Appendix. Rate constants and kinetic
parameters for mineral reactions are given in Table 8 of the
Appendix. Rate constants and kinetic parameters for micro-
bially mediated reactions are provided in Tables 6 and 7
of the Appendix. Half-saturation constants for the acetate,
nitrate, and nitrite are those in the study of Clement et al.
[4]. The rate constants for the denitrification reactions fall
within the range of rate constants reported by Andre et al.
[1] (1–4 × 10−21 mol cell−1 s−1) and Clement et al. [4]
(4.56 × 10−19 mol cell−1 s−1). Rate constants for chromium
reduction reactions are chosen in relation to denitrification
rates so as to reproduce the co-metabolic process described
by Han et al. [9], where Cr reduction rates are approximately
3 orders of magnitude slower than denitrifying rates. Sec-
tions below outline which redox reactions from Table 1 are
used in each case.

4.1 No-growth batch simulation (batch 1)

This component problem concerns the simulation of an
experimental batch system. The experiment is initiated by
adding a solution of concentrated cells to a basal medium
amended with nitrate, acetate, and chromate (Tables 10,
11 and 12 of the Appendix). Concentrations of nitrate
and acetate are 1.5 and 1.0 mmol L−1, respectively, near
the values used in the experiments by Andre et al. (0.80
and 0.84 mmol L−1) [1] and Clement et al. (0.77 and
0.98 mmol L−1, for the high-load experiment) [4]. Denitri-
fying bacterial cells mediate nitrate reduction and chromium

Table 2 Codes and capabilities
CrunchFlow PHT3D ToughReact MIN3P

Approach OS (GIA not used here) OS (SNIA) OS GIA

Discretization Integrated finite Finite differences Integrated finite Integrated finite

differences (finite differences (finite differences (finite

volumes) volumes) volumes)

Flux limiters, TVD (in OS) TVD, various VanLeer flux

total variation methods of limiter

diminishing characteristics

GIA: global implicit approach

OS: operator splitting

SNIA: sequential non-iterative
approach
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reduction by using acetate as electron donor. This prob-
lem represents experiments similar to the cell suspen-
sions of [9] where biomass growth was suppressed by
the addition of chloramphenicol. However, the concen-
tration of biomass in the simulations is 10−4 mol L−1

(5 × 1010 cells L−1), much lower than that of the cell
suspensions of Han et al. [9] and closer to that used
by Andre et al. [1] (1010 cells L−1) and Clement et al.
[4] (3.61 × 109 cells L−1). Since biomass growth is not
considered, only catabolic pathways are used (i.e., Table 1,
R1, R2, R9, R10).

The domain is discretized using a single-grid cell. The
simulation is run for 20 days, with an initial time step of
10−10 days and a maximum time step of 0.1 days. The ini-
tial concentrations of all components, species, and biomass
are given in Tables 10, 11 and 12 of the Appendix, except
for the initial concentration of NH+

4 , which is 0.5 × 10−4

mol L−1.

4.2 Biomass growth batch simulation (batch 2)

This component problem builds on the processes and
parameters of batch 1. However, this simulation includes
biomass growth by including anabolic pathways in the
nitrate and nitrite reduction reactions. The catabolic path-
ways are also considered. A growth yield of f 0

s = 0.4
is assumed, implying that 40 % of electron equivalents
obtained from acetate oxidation is used for biomass growth.
The resulting yield for the NO−

3 to NO−
2 step is 0.067 mol

biomass mol−1 NO−
3 , which compares to that used by

Clement et al. [4] (0.071 mol biomass mol−1 NO−
3 ). The

microbially mediated reactions include nitrate and nitrite
reduction (R5 and R6 of Table 1), assimilatory nitrate and
nitrite reduction (R7 and R8 of Table 1), and chromium
reduction (R9 and R10 of Table 1). Assimilatory reduction
is also added to the reaction network, but it does not play
a role here. The role of assimilatory pathways is discussed
for the principal problem. This problem intends to represent
batch experiments similar to [1] where biomass growth in
a batch experiment results in increasing denitrification rates
with time. Biomass decay is neglected.

The domain is discretized, and time stepping is the same
as in batch 1. The initial concentrations of all components,
species, and biomass are given in Tables 10, 11 and 12 of
the Appendix.

4.3 Growth column simulation (column 1)

This component problem builds on the processes and
parameters of batch 2 and adds one-dimensional trans-
portto the simulations. The simulation involves a 10-cm-

long column continuously treated at a constant flow rate
(0.006 cm min−1) with a stock solution containing acetate
as electron donor, nitrate as electron acceptor, and chromate.
Denitrifying bacteria initially uniformly distributed in the
soil mediate nitrate reduction and co-metabolic chromium
reduction by using acetate as electron donor. The ini-
tial concentration of biomass is 5 × 10−5 mol L−1, and
the inlet concentrations of nitrate and acetate are 1.5 and
1.0 mmol L−1, respectively. This problem intends to repre-
sent column experiment simulations conducted by [1] where
biomass growth in a batch experiment results in increasing
denitrification rates with time though biomass decay is not
considered and the time frame considered is quite different
(100 days vs. 200 h in [1]).

The domain is discretized using 100 grid cells of equal
length of 0.1 cm with homogeneous porosity equal to 0.4.
The simulation is run for 100 days, with an initial time
step of 10−10 days, and a maximum time step is 1 day.
The constant flow velocity (Darcy flux) is 0.006 cm min−1.
The diffusion coefficient for all species is assumed to be
10−5 cm2 s−1.

The concentrations of all component, species and
biomass given in Tables 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 of the
Appendix are used as initial conditions and as inlet bound-
ary condition. The same reaction network and kinetic
parameters are used as in batch 2 (Section 4.2).

4.4 Growth and decay column simulation (column 2)

This component problem builds on the processes and
parameters of column 1 and adds biomass decay accord-
ing to Eq. (5). The decay parameter b is 0.00432 day−1,
an order of magnitude smaller than the value of 0.06 day−1

used by Clement et al. [4], but within the range of decay
rates reported in the modeling studies of Yabusaki et al.
[27] and Druhan et al. [6]. This problem intends to repre-
sent column experiment simulations conducted by [4] where
biomass growth and decay are considered. In the model pre-
sented here, biomass detachment is, however, not included,
and biomass is assumed to accumulate where it is produced.

4.5 Principal problem (column 3)

This component problem uses the processes and parame-
ters of column 2, but the inflow solution is slightly modified
to limit biomass growth as explained below. The
stoichiometric relationships in Table 1, R5–R8, are mass
balanced such that biomass growth (reaction product)
depends on the availability of the reactants. When reac-
tion rates near the inlet of the column are fast due to
increasing biomass accumulation Eq. (4), reactants supplied
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in stock solution fed into the column are depleted further
downstream, and their concentrations become limiting for
biomass growth. In these conditions with lack of NH+

4 as
nitrogen source for growth, denitrifiers can use NO−

3 and
NO−

2 as nitrogen source. This is represented here with reac-
tions R7 and R8 (formed with the anabolic pathway in R4).
Assimilatory pathways are assigned slower rate constants
given that they are less favorable to denitrifiers. The only
difference with respect to column 2 is that the total con-
centration of NH+

4 in the stock solution was decreased to a
value of 0.05 mol L−1. This lower concentration causes the
nitrite assimilatory pathway (Table 1, R7 and R8) to play a
role in slowing down the overall reaction rate.

5 Results and discussion

5.1 No-growth batch simulation (batch 1)

Oxidation of acetate takes place by sequentially using NO−
3

and NO−
2 as electron acceptors. Inhibition of NO−

2 reduc-
tion in the presence of NO−

3 and acetate has been observed
before [23] and has been modeled here with the inhibition
term of Eq. (4) as a function of NO−

3 concentration. Reduc-
tion of Cr(VI) is linked to nitrate reduction by including
Monod terms for NO−

3 and NO−
2 in two separate pathways

associated each to NO−
3 and NO−

2 , respectively (R9 and
R10, Table 1). As a result, two periods are observed in
the reduction of Cr(VI) each related to the main electron
acceptor used in acetate oxidation.

Results agree qualitatively with the batch experiments of
Han et al. [9] where reactants evolved linearly with time
until they were fully consumed (cf. Fig. 1 in [9]). In other
words, rates did not change significantly with time because
the biomass concentration was constant. In the simulation,
Monod terms have very limited influence in the overall
evolution and only play a role at very small reactant concen-
trations. As observed in [9], nitrite consumption does not
start until nitrate has been fully consumed.

Results from all codes produce very similar results
(Fig. 1), ensuring correctness of this solution. This is
important given that implementation of certain processes
is different in different codes (e.g., MIN3P, ToughReact,
and PHT3D use immobile aqueous species for biomass,
while CrunchFlow sets an arbitrarily fast heterogeneous
reaction to simulate an immobile biomass component).
The most visible differences are in the concentration of
Cr3+ due to its small numerical values and possible dif-
ferences in the treatment of reactive surface area of the
mineral that controls Cr(III) concentrations in the aqueous
phase.

5.2 Biomass growth batch simulation (batch 2)

Compared to batch 1, inclusion of biomass growth results in
increasing reaction rates in the batch system due to increas-
ing biomass concentrations (Fig. 2). This is reflected in
the curved shape of the concentration evolution (Fig. 2)
compared to linear evolution in Fig. 1. Another con-
sequence of growth is consumption of NH+

4 , though it
does not become limiting to growth at any point (Fig. 2).
Contrary to intuition, in spite of increasing rates, com-
plete depletion of NO−

3 is delayed by a day with respect
to batch 1. This occurs because for each electron equiv-
alent available from acetate, only 0.6 is used in the
catabolic pathway, where NO−

3 is used as electron accep-
tor. The remaining 0.4 electron equivalents are used for
biomass growth. Biomass growth results in faster con-
sumption of the electron donor acetate that becomes
depleted short of 20 days and inhibits further reaction
progress.

The results agree qualitatively with the experiments and
simulation of Andre et al. [1] where increasing denitrifi-
cation rates are observed in the batch system concurrent
with increasing biomass concentrations (cf. Figs. 2, 4, and
5 in [1]).

5.3 Growth column simulation (column 1)

In the flow-through column simulations, the supply of
electron donor, acceptors, and NH+

4 at the inlet end is
continuous in time. To observe significant consumption
of the target contaminant, e.g., Cr(VI), these experiments
rely on biomass growth from an initial biomass that is
stimulated with the amendment. In the simulation of col-
umn 1, acetate is consumed completely before Cr(VI) has
been completely removed from the effluent (Fig. 3). At
100 days, complete consumption of acetate occurs at half
the length of the column due to a large accumulation of
biomass near the inlet. Biomass accumulation shows a pos-
itive feedback where accumulation results in faster rates
(4), which in turn result in additional biomass growth
and further accumulation (e.g., R5, Table 1). Biomass
concentrations at 100 days near the outlet end of the col-
umn (length> 5 cm, Fig. 4) reflect earlier growth conditions
(no decay is included here). However, biomass in this
region is not contributing to the reduction of Cr(VI)
because acetate is depleted. Preferential accumulation of
biomass near the inlet end of the column also results
in accumulation of Cr(OH)3(s) precipitate in this area
(Fig. 4).

The difference in the time scales considered in the
simulation as well as additional processes (e.g., pyrite
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Fig. 1 Evolution of major
components in the simulation of
Cr(VI) reduction under
denitrifying conditions in a
batch system with suppressed
biomass growth (batch 1)

dissolution/oxidation) not considered here make the results
of this simulation not directly comparable to work of Andre
et al. [1].

All codes but MIN3P were run using an operator-splitting
approach. MIN3P used the van Leer flux limiter [22] and

limited the time-step value by the Courant criteria as nec-
essary in the operator-splitting approach. Results show lit-
tle numerical dispersion with time-dependent and spatial
results from all codes showing the same solution to the
problem.

Fig. 2 Evolution of major
components in the simulation of
Cr(VI) reduction under
denitrifying conditions in a
batch system with biomass
growth (batch 2)
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Fig. 3 Evolution of major
components in the simulation of
Cr(VI) reduction under
denitrifying conditions in a
flow-through column with
biomass growth (column 1)

5.4 Growth and decay column simulation (column 2)

Biomass decay has the effect of significantly slowing
down redox rates in the column. In column 2, acetate is

not depleted in the effluent after 100 days, and NO−
3 is

completely removed 20 days later than in column 1
(Fig. 5). Denitrification and Cr(VI) reduction takes place
along the full length of the column (Fig. 6), although

Fig. 4 Concentration of major
components in the simulation of
Cr(VI) reduction under
denitrifying conditions in a flow-
through column with biomass
growth along the length of the
column at day 100 (column 1)
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Fig. 5 Evolution of major
components in the simulation of
Cr(VI) reduction under
denitrifying conditions in a flow-
through column with biomass
growth and decay (column 2)

biomass concentration at 100 days is much smaller than for
the case of column 1. Results from all codes agree very well
as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Results capture qualitatively the observed and simulated
evolution of effluent nitrate concentrations in the work of
Clement et al. [4] (cf. Figs. 2 and 5 in [4]), where nitrate is

Fig. 6 Concentration of major
components in the simulation of
Cr(VI) reduction under
denitrifying conditions in a
flow-through column with
biomass growth and decay along
the length of the column at day
100 (column 2)
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Fig. 7 Evolution of major
components in the simulation of
Cr(VI) reduction under
denitrifying conditions in a
flow-through column with
biomass growth and decay and
limited NH+

4 supply (column 3)

consumed slowly initially and then increasingly faster due
to biomass growth until its complete depletion in the efflu-
ent. Direct quantitative comparison is not possible due to the

differences in the parameters and the additional processes
considered in [4] such as detachment and reattachment of
biomass to the solid phase.

Fig. 8 Concentration of major
components in the simulation of
Cr(VI) reduction under
denitrifying conditions in a
flow-through column with
biomass growth and decay and
limited NH+

4 supply (column 3),
along the length of the column
at day 100
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5.5 Principal problem (column 3)

By lowering the concentration of NH+
4 fed to the col-

umn, the microbially mediated reactions are not limited by
the availability of electron donor (e.g. as in column 1) or
the electron acceptor, but rather by the availability of a
nitrogen source for biomass growth. As a result, microor-
ganisms need to switch to using NO−

2 (R7, R8, Table 1).
The rate constants for the assimilatory pathways are set to
a smaller value to simulate a less favorable process. As
a result, at around day 60, when NH+

4 is depleted in the
column, effective reaction rates are slower than under dis-
similatory conditions. Because of the slower rates, NO−

3
is not depleted and NO−

2 is not used as electron acceptor.
However, it is used as nitrogen source for biomass growth.
The lower effective rates in the column are also caused by
a decrease in biomass concentrations because assimilatory
processes cannot sustain the biomass concentrations at the
same level as dissimilatory pathways did. As an example,
biomass in the outlet cell (Fig. 7) decreases after day 60
due to fast decay rates. Assimilatory pathways at day 100
still account for most of Cr(VI) reduction as can be seen in
Fig. 8, where in the 1 cm near the inlet of the column, NH+

4
is available.

5.6 Numerical performance

The relatively simple geometry of the simulation domain
and the limited complexity of the reaction network pro-
posed in this benchmark imply that simulation times for
most codes fall within a relatively small range of values
(120 to 200 s for the principal problem), even if the sim-
ulations were performed separately by each of the authors
on different computers (clock speeds between 2.0 and
3.4 GHz), with codes using different solution approaches
(Table 2) and built with different compilers and optimiza-
tion levels (-O1, -O2, -O3). Simulations statistics for these
runs show that non-linear (Newton) iterations per time
step are similar for all codes (from 2.2 to 4.3) regard-
less of the solution approach (GIA or OS). A relative
large number of reaction time steps were specified for the
PHREEQC geochemistry engine used by PHT3D, which
resulted in larger overall simulation times that are not
directly comparable to the other simulators. A more rig-
orous evaluation of the performance of each code was
deemed beyond the scope of this work and was not pursued
further.

6 Summary and conclusions

A benchmark problem set has been developed for micro-
bially mediated reactions that focused on the dynamics

of biomass growth and decay. This problem set simu-
lates chromium reduction under denitrifying conditions in
batch and flow-through column experiments stimulated
with acetate under different assumptions. These assump-
tions were presented as five different problem compo-
nents, which were used to test specific model features
while evaluating the impact of these assumptions in
the model.

Microbially mediated rate expressions were based on
the Monod formulation where a first-order dependence on
biomass explicitly incorporated the contribution of chang-
ing biomass concentrations to the rates. Biomass played a
double role, in that it was also included as a reactant in the
overall microbially mediated reaction stoichiometry. This
was done by considering that a portion of electron equiv-
alents from the oxidation of acetate was used for biomass
growth in the anabolic pathway. Biomass decay was incor-
porated using a first-order dependence on the biomass
concentration. In addition, the processes of equilibrium
complexation and kinetic mineral dissolution-precipitation
were included in the model. Inclusion of these pro-
cesses was necessary to capture correctly immobilization of
chromium as Cr(OH)3.

In batch simulations, biomass growth resulted in faster
rates, increased use of acetate, but relatively decreased
use of NO−

3 and NO−
2 . In column simulations, biomass

growth and accumulation were positive feedback mecha-
nisms. Effective rates in the column increased over time
due to an increase of microbial activity near the inlet
end of the column, while the outlet end became inactive
due to complete depletion of the electron donor, accep-
tor, or the nitrogen source for biomass growth. Inclu-
sion of biomass decay reduced the increase in effective
rates and also resulted in slower rates due to decreasing
biomass concentrations in nutrient-limited regions of the
column.

To ensure that the results presented in this paper were
the correct solutions to the problems posed, four differ-
ent general-purpose reactive transport codes were used for
the simulations: CrunchFlow, PH3TD, ToughReact, and
MIN3P. Modelers seeking to incorporate microbially medi-
ated reactions into their codes will find in this problem set
a simple benchmark to verify their codes that is based on
well-established reaction rate formulations and sound mass
balance principles.
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Appendix

Section A: Geochemical system and rates

Table 3 Primary (component) species and ion radii for Debye-Huckel
model

Number Species Ion radius

C0 H2O 3.0

C1 H+ 9.0

C2 Na+ 4.0

C3 Ca++ 6.0

C4 Cl− 3.0

C5 HCO−
3 4.0

C6 Acetate 4.5

C7 NO−
3 3.0

C8 NO−
2 3.0

C9 N2(aq) 3.0

C10 NH+
4 2.5

C11 O2(aq) 3.0

C12 CrO−−
4 4.0

C13 Cr+++ 9.0

C14 C5H7O2N N/A

Table 4 Aqueous complexation reactions and ion radii for corresponding

Number Species log K Primary species stoichiometric coefficients Ion

H+ Na+ Ca++ Cl− HCO−
3 Acetate− NO−

3 NO−
2 N2(aq) NH+

4 O2(aq) CrO−−
4 Cr+++ C5H7O2N radius

A1 OH− 13.991 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.5

A2 CO2(aq) −6.341 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0

A3 CO−−
3 10.325 −1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.5

A4 CaOH+ 12.850 −1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.0

A5 CaCO3(aq) 7.009 −1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0

A6 CaCl+ 0.700 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.0

A7 CaHCO+
3 −1.043 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.0

A8 CaCH3COO+ −0.928 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.0

A9 Ca(CH3COO)2 −2.127 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0

A10 NH3(aq) 46.871 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 −1.5 0 0 0 3.0

A11 Cr(OH)+2 9.700 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4.0

A12 Cr(OH)3(aq) 18.000 −3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3.0

A13 Cr(OH)−4 27.400 −4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4.0

A14 Cr2(OH)
++++
2 5.060 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 4.0

A15 Cr2O
−−
7 −14.511 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 4.0

A16 Cr3(OH)4(5+) 8.150 −4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 6.0

A17 CrCl++ 0.149 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4.5

A18 CrCl+2 −0.148 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4.0

A19 CrOH++ 4.000 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 4.5

A20 Acetic acid(aq) −4.752 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0

∗Stoichiometric coefficients for products > 0 and for reactants < 0
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Table 5 Minerals

Number Mineral log K Primary species

H+ Na+ Ca++ Cl− HCO−
3 Acetate− NO−

3 NO−
2 N2(aq) NH+

4 O2(aq) CrO−−
4 Cr+++

M1 Cr(OH)3(s) 8.9500 −3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

M2 Calcite 1.8542 −1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

∗Stoichiometric coefficients for products > 0 and for reactants < 0

Table 6 Stoichiometry of microbially mediated reactions (Table 1 in manuscript)

Number Reaction Primary species

H+ HCO−
3 Acetate NO−

3 NO−
2 N2(aq) NH+

4 CrO−−
4 Cr+++ C5H7O2N

R1 Catabolic

NO−
3 → NO−

2 0.125 0.25 −0.125 −0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0

R2 Catabolic

NO−
2 → N2(aq) −0.20833 0.25 −0.125 0 −0.33333 0.166667 0 0 0 0

R3 Anabolic – dissiml.

Acetate → C5H7O2N −0.075 0 −0.125 0 0 0 −0.050 0 0 0.050

R4 Anabolic – assimil.

Acetate → C5H7O2N −0.105769 0.057692 −0.125 0 −0.038461 0 0 0 0 0.038461

R5 Overall fe = 0.6

NO−
3 → NO−

2 0.045 0.15 −0.125 −0.3 0.3 0 −0.02 0 0 0.02

R6 Overall fe = 0.6

NO−
2 → N2(aq) −0.155 0.15 −0.125 0 −0.2 0.1 −0.02 0 0 0.02

R7 Overall fe = 0.6

Assimilatory

NO−
3 → NO−

2 0.032692 0.173077 −0.125 −0.3 0.284615 0 0 0 0 0.015385

R8 Overall fe = 0.6

Assimilatory

NO−
2 → N2(aq) −0.167308 0.173077 −0.125 0 −0.215385 0.1 0 0 0 0.015385

R9 Cr reduction

(NO−
3 ) −1.54167 0.25 −0.125 0 0 0 0 −0.33333 0.333333 0

R10 Cr reduction

(NO−
2 ) −1.54167 0.25 −0.125 0 0 0 0 −0.33333 0.333333 0

Stoichiometric coefficients for products > 0 and for reactants < 0
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Table 7 Rate constants and kinetic parameters for microbially mediated reactions

Number Aqueous kinetics Rate constant Monod term half saturations Inhibition half saturation

Acetate− NO−
3 NO−

2 CrO2−
4 NH+

4 NO−
3 NH+

4

mol cell−1 s−1 mol L−1 mol L−1 mol L−1 mol L−1 mol L−1 mol L−1 mol L−1

R1 Catabolic

NO−
3 → NO−

2 8 × 10−20 2.03E−5 1.06E−5 1E−6

R2 Catabolic

NO−
2 → N2(aq) 4 × 10−20 2.03E−5 1.06E−5 1E−6 1.06E−5

R3 Anabolic

Acetate → C5H7O2N

R4 Anabolic(NO−
2 )

Acetate → C5H7O2N

R5 Overall fe = 0.6

NO−
3 → NO−

2 8 × 10−20 2.03E−5 1.06E−5 1E−6

R6 Overall fe = 0.6

NO−
2 → N2(aq) 4 × 10−20 2.03E−5 1.06E−5 1E−6 1.06E−5

R7 Overall fe = 0.6

Assimilatory

NO−
3 → NO−

2 8 × 10−21 2.03E−5 1.06E−5 1.06E−5

R8 Overall fe = 0.6

Assimilatory

NO−
2 → N2(aq) 4 × 10−21 2.03E−5 1.06E−5 1E−6 1.06E−5 1.06E−5

R9 Cr reduction (NO−
3 ) 9.513 × 10−23 2.03E−5 1.06E−5 1E−7 1E−6

R10 Cr reduction (NO−
2 ) 3.171 × 10−23 2.03E−5 1.06E−5 1E−7 1E−6 1.06E−5

Table 8 Rate constants and kinetic parameters for mineral reactions

m Mineral Rate constant Notes

1 Cr(OH)3(s) 2.5 × 10−9 mol m−2 s−1 Batches 1 and 2

1 Cr(OH)3(s) 10−9 mol m−2 s−1 Columns 1, 2, and 3

2 C5H7O2N(s) 102 mol m−3 s−1 Arbitrarily fast

3 Calcite 10−5.18

4 Decay C5H7O2N 0.00432 day−1

Table 9 Debye-Huckel∗ parameters at 25 ◦C

Parameters Value

A 0.5114

B 0.3288

b 0.0410

∗Debye-Huckel model for activity of species: logγi = − Az2i I
1
2

1+Bȧi I
1
2
+bI,

where γi is the activity coefficient of species i, Zi is the charge, and ȧi

is the ion radius. The ionic strength is denoted with I

Section B: Geochemical conditions

Table 10 Geochemical conditions for batch and column simulation
Parameters

Parameter Batch simulations Column simulations

Temperature (C) 25 25

Porosity 0.4 0.4

Liquid saturation 1 1

Liquid density (kg/m3) 1,000 1,000

Solid density (kg/m3) 90.4 2,709.238

Solid:solution ratio 135.601 4,063.858

Ionic strength 0.01 0.01

Solution pH 7 7

Total charge −2.63E−18 −6.88E−19
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Table 11 Total concentrations in molality (mol/Kgw)

Components Batch simulations Column simulations

H+ 2.07E−04 2.10E−04

Na+ 5.25E−03 5.25E−03

Ca++ 1.60E−03 1.60E−03

Cl− 4.95E−03 4.45E−03

HCO−
3 1.25E−03 1.25E−03

Acetate 1.00E−03 1.50E−03

NO−
3 1.50E−03 1.50E−03

NO−
2 1.00E−33 1.00E−33

N2(aq) 1.00E−33 1.00E−33

NH+
4 2.50E−04 2.50E−04

O2(aq) 1.00E−13 1.00E−13

CrO−−
4 5.00E−06 5.00E−06

Cr+++ 1.00E−33 1.00E−33

C5H7O2N 1.00E−04 5.00E−05

Table 12 Species concentrations (mol/Kgw) and activities

Species Batch simulations Column simulations

Molality Activity Activity coefficient Molality Activity Activity coefficient

H+ 1.10E−07 1.00E−07 9.13E−01 1.10E−07 1.00E−07 9.13E−01

Na+ 5.25E−03 4.73E−03 9.01E−01 5.25E−03 4.73E−03 9.01E−01

Ca++ 1.58E−03 1.06E−03 6.73E−01 1.57E−03 1.06E−03 6.73E−01

Cl− 5.15E−03 4.62E−03 8.98E−01 4.65E−03 4.18E−03 8.98E−01

HCO−
3 1.03E−03 9.31E−04 9.01E−01 1.03E−03 9.31E−04 9.01E−01

Acetate 9.86E−04 8.90E−04 9.03E−01 1.48E−03 1.34E−03 9.03E−01

NO−
3 1.50E−03 1.35E−03 8.98E−01 1.50E−03 1.35E−03 8.98E−01

NO−
2 1.00E−33 8.98E−34 8.98E−01 1.00E−33 8.98E−34 8.98E−01

N2(aq) 1.00E−33 1.00E−33 1.00E+00 1.00E−33 1.00E−33 1.00E+00

NH+
4 2.50E−04 2.24E−04 8.97E−01 2.50E−04 2.24E−04 8.97E−01

O2(aq) 1.00E−13 1.00E−13 1.00E+00 1.00E−13 1.00E−13 1.00E+00

CrO−−
4 5.00E−06 3.29E−06 6.58E−01 5.00E−06 3.29E−06 6.58E−01

Cr+++ 9.24E−38 4.06E−38 4.39E−01 9.23E−38 4.06E−38 4.39E−01

C5H7O2N 1.00E−4 1.00E−4 1.00E+00 5.00E−5 5.00E−5 1.00E+00

OH− 1.13E−07 1.02E−07 9.00E−01 1.13E−07 1.02E−07 9.00E−01

CO2(aq) 2.04E−04 2.04E−04 1.00E+00 2.04E−04 2.04E−04 1.00E+00

CO−−
3 6.66E−07 4.40E−07 6.62E−01 6.66E−07 4.40E−07 6.62E−01

CaOH+ 1.66E−09 1.50E−09 9.01E−01 1.66E−09 1.50E−09 9.01E−01

CaCO3(aq) 9.66E−07 9.68E−07 1.00E+00 9.63E−07 9.66E−07 1.00E+00

CaCl+ 1.09E−06 9.78E−07 9.01E−01 9.78E−07 8.82E−07 9.01E−01

CaHCO+
3 1.21E−05 1.09E−05 9.01E−01 1.21E−05 1.09E−05 9.01E−01

CaCH3COO+ 8.87E−06 8.00E−06 9.01E−01 1.33E−05 1.20E−05 9.01E−01

Ca(CH3COO)2(aq) 1.12E−07 1.13E−07 1.00E+00 2.52E−07 2.53E−07 1.00E+00

NH3(aq) 3.80E−68 3.81E−68 1.00E+00 3.80E−68 3.81E−68 1.00E+00

Cr(OH)+2 8.98E−34 8.09E−34 9.01E−01 8.98E−34 8.09E−34 9.01E−01

Cr(OH)3(aq) 4.05E−35 4.06E−35 1.00E+00 4.05E−35 4.06E−35 1.00E+00

Cr(OH)−4 1.79E−37 1.62E−37 9.01E−01 1.79E−37 1.62E−37 9.01E−01

Cr2(OH)
++++
2 7.15E−66 1.43E−66 2.00E−01 7.15E−66 1.43E−66 2.00E−01

Cr2O
−−
7 5.33E−11 3.50E−11 6.58E−01 5.33E−11 3.51E−11 6.58E−01

Cr3(OH)4(5+) 5.63E−92 4.72E−93 8.39E−02 5.63E−92 4.72E−93 8.40E−02

CrCl++ 2.01E−40 1.33E−40 6.62E−01 1.82E−40 1.20E−40 6.62E−01

CrCl+2 1.35E−42 1.22E−42 9.01E−01 1.10E−42 9.94E−43 9.01E−01

CrOH++ 6.13E−35 4.06E−35 6.62E−01 6.13E−35 4.06E−35 6.62E−01

Acetic acid(aq) 5.01E−06 5.02E−06 1.00E+00 7.52E−06 7.53E−06 1.00E+00
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Table 13 Minerals and parameters

Cr(OH)3(s) Initial volume fraction 1.00E−10 specific surface area 1.00E+04 m2/g

Calcite Initial volume fraction 0.1 bulk surface area 100 m2/m3 bulk

For Cr(OH)3(s),

Aspecific = 104 m2g−1, MW = 103.0181 g · mol−1, Vm = 11.1 cm3 mol−1, ϕinit = 10−10 m3 mineral · m−3 bulk

Abulk = Aspecific
ϕinitMW

Vm

= 9.281 m2 mineral · m−3 bulk

Table 14 Biomass unit conversion

Parameter Value

Carbon in biomass per cell 10−14 mol C cell−1

Mass of a cell (C5H7O2N) 2 × 10−15 mol C5H7O2N cell−1

Volume of a cell 1 µm3 cell−1 = 10−18 m3 cell−1

Volume per mol of C5H7O2N 500 cm3 mol−1 C5H7O2N

Section C: Biomass unit conversion
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